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Abstract

A 14-year high resolution wave and wind hindcast was carried out for Ireland. The

wind was dynamically downscaled from the ERA-Interim reanalysis to a 2.5 km hori-

zontal resolution and 65 vertical levels, using the HARMONIE meso-scale model. The

wave hindcast was derived using WAVEWATCH III on an unstructured grid with res-

olution ranging between 10 km offshore and 225 m in the nearshore, forced by the

downscaled HARMONIE 10 m winds and ERA-Interim wave spectra. The wind and

wave hindcasts were thoroughly validated against available buoy data, including wave

buoys in nearshore locations and coastal synoptic stations. In addition, the significant

wave heights and winds from the hindcasts were compared against all available altime-

ter data from the CERSAT database at Ifremer. The quality of both the wind and wave

hindcasts was found to be good.

The wave and wind energy resource in coastal areas was assessed, and discussed in

terms of water depth, distance to shore, and seasonal and inter-annual variability. In ad-

dition, the current study investigates the nearshore wind and wave climate in conjunc-

tion with each other, and highlights two issues with relevance to the ocean renewable

energy industry: (i) the complementarity between the wind and wave energy resource,

and (ii) the accessibility for marine operations. Our study highlights sites around the

Irish coast that might have been overlooked in terms of the potential for wind, wave or
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combined wind/wave energy installations.

Keywords: wave energy resource, wind energy resource, high-resolution regional

model, complementarity, weather windows, Ireland

1. Introduction1

From an offshore renewable energy perspective, a country like Ireland in the At-2

lantic Ocean, is uniquely placed in Europe in terms of its wind and wave energy re-3

source. As part of the Irish government’s overall target of achieving 40 per cent of4

electricity generated from renewables by 2020, a 500 MW target for installed ocean5

wave capacity by 2020 [1] has been set. The Offshore Renewable Energy Develop-6

ment Plan for Ireland [2] which was launched in February 2014, aims to encourage7

developments for Ocean Energy (OE) at a national level.8

The ESB’s WestWave [3] project has also secured funding under the EU’s New9

Entrant Reserve (NER300) scheme and plans are underway to install a 5 MW demon-10

strative Wave Energy Converter (WEC) farm off the west coast. In addition, the de-11

velopment of ocean energy test sites off the west coast of Ireland (a quarter-scale test12

site in Galway Bay, a full-scale test site in Belmullet – the Atlantic Marine Energy Test13

Site AMETS) and the new Marine Renewable Energy Ireland SFI Research Centre14

(MaREI) [4], ensures that Ireland continues to develop its position as a potential global15

leader in marine renewable energy into the future.16

At a European level, 4.9 GW of offshore wind power capacity is under construc-17

tion [5]. In Ireland, there are currently seven turbines (with 25 MW power capacity)18

installed in a wind farm on the Arklow Bank, off the east coast of Ireland in the Irish19

Sea. Additional foreshore leases have been granted for the Arklow Bank and another20

site on the Codling Bank (also off the east coast, see Figure 1) with a combined power21

capacity of 1620 MW. Another tranche of offshore wind projects are currently seek-22

ing foreshore leases for projects around the coast, such as the Oriel Windfarm and the23

Dublin Array (Kish Bank) on the east coast and Fuinneamh Sceirde Teoranta on the24

west coast, near Mace Head [6, 7].25

In this context, it is paramount to have an accurate picture of the available wave and26
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wind energy resource, and thus, of the potential energy yields from these developments.27

Furthermore, this knowledge is necessary for the selection of additional OE sites in28

Ireland. Data from a small number of buoy or coastal weather stations provide detailed29

information at specific sites, but over large areas there is a general lack of detailed30

information. In addition to the few wave buoys and weather stations, most of our31

wave climate knowledge is currently based on deep water, coarse resolution models32

or limited area models (targeting potential wave energy testing and deployment sites)33

which are not appropriate sources in this context. Apart from the high-resolution, long-34

term wave hindcast, driven by ERA-Interim wave spectra and winds, carried out by [8]35

for Ireland (both the Atlantic and the Irish Sea coast), there are several other studies36

limited to small nearshore sites, [9, 10, 11] or offshore locations on the Irish west coast,37

[12, 13, 14]. The wind energy potential of Ireland has been previously assessed (for38

example, the SEAI wind atlas for Ireland [15]). Furthermore, a 40-year downscaling39

of ERA-40 atmospheric dataset [16] for Ireland has been performed in [17] resulting40

in a 13 km horizontal grid spacing with 40 vertical levels.41

It should be noted that the wind and wave studies for Ireland mentioned above42

do not always cover concurrent periods and have disparate resolutions. Additionally,43

some nearshore/coastal areas of interest around Ireland have not yet been modelled44

to a high-resolution. At the same time, targeting areas in the nearshore/coastal re-45

gions can enhance OE viability for at least two reasons: (i) device survivability and (ii)46

reduced cost in transporting this energy to the shore. In fact, accessibility for deploy-47

ment and maintenance is proving to be a key factor in the successful development of48

OE devices. Apart from an accurate assessment of the energy resource, building a joint49

picture of met-ocean conditions (both wind and wave) is crucial. The complementar-50

ity between both wind and wave power also has the potential to reduce transmission51

requirements [18, 19].52

The paper is organised as follows. Details of the wind and wave model data and53

method of implementation are presented in Section 2. (The wind and wave model val-54

idation is included in Appendix A.) In Section 3 we discuss the wind and wave energy55

resource around the Irish coast and the complementarity between the two, whereas in56

Section 4, we assess the accessibility for marine operations. In Section 5 we discuss the57
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results of the study and finally, in Section 6, we summarise and conclude our findings.58

2. Data and Methodology59

To accurately represent coastal features (quite complex in the case of Ireland) cli-60

mate hindcasts of high spatial resolution, properly calibrated against available measure-61

ments are indispensable. To address these requirements, we have performed a high-62

resolution, 14-year (2000–2013) wave and wind climate hindcasts for Ireland (both the63

Atlantic, Celtic Sea and Irish Sea coasts), with a focus on the nearshore areas. We have64

adopted a dynamical downscaling approach using the ERA-Interim re-analysis data-65

set [20], from the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)66

as forcing for high-resolution regional-area atmospheric and wave models (HARMO-67

NIE and WAVEWATCH III, respectively).68

The wind hindcast was derived by using a high-resolution limited-area atmospheric69

model (LAM) to downscale the ERA-Interim Atmospheric re-analysis. This was car-70

ried out using the meso-scale HARMONIE model [21, 22], a well-established atmo-71

spheric model used by Met Éireann for operational forecasting.72

The wave climate was estimated using the third generation spectral wave model73

WAVEWATCH III R© version 4.11 [23], the unstructured grid formulation [24]. In order74

to provide a realistic description of the nearshore waves, the wave model was driven by75

the HARMONIE downscaled 10 m winds, which have sufficient resolution to reflect76

the small scale orographic features associated with the coastlines and the sheltering77

effects of bays and islands. The wave hindcast was forced at the boundaries by high-78

quality boundary input consisting of wave directional spectra from the ERA-Interim79

global wave re-analysis.80

An analysis of the wave and wind energy resource in coastal areas was performed,81

focusing on the availability and accessibility in terms of water depth and the distance82

to shore. The wave energy resource estimates were computed directly from the wave83

variance spectrum avoiding parametric formulas (based on assumed spectral shape) and84

incorporating finite depth effects. Given the high vertical resolution of the HARMO-85

NIE model (65 levels), the wind power was calculated directly from the model outputs,86
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with no assumptions regarding the vertical profile of the wind.87

2.1. Implementation of the HARMONIE mesoscale model for Ireland88

The HARMONIE model is a non-hydrostatic, convection-permitting model devel-89

oped by the HIRLAM consortium in cooperation with Météo-France and the ALADIN90

consortium [22, 25]. HARMONIE largely builds upon model components that were91

initially developed in these two communities. At the default horizontal grid spacing92

of 2.5 km, the forecast model and analysis system are basically those of the AROME93

model from Météo-France. The downscaling area covers all of Ireland and its coastal94

waters ensuring that physically consistent wind fields are generated for both land and95

sea areas. The downscaling process assimilates surface weather observations for fur-96

ther consistency.97

For the hindcast HARMONIE cycle 37h1.2 was configured to run on an horizontal98

grid of 2.5 km, using 65 vertical levels, with a model top of 10 hPa. The model domain99

was centred over the Island of Ireland on a rotated Lambert Conic Conformal projec-100

tion. Separate simulations were set up to run for one year at a time, with a one-month101

spin-up period for each simulation. ERA-Interim re-analysis data [20] were used for102

the lateral boundary conditions (LBCs).103

ERA-Interim is a re-analysis of the global atmosphere covering the period from 1104

January 1979 to the present [20, 26]. The ERA-Interim atmospheric model uses cycle105

31r2 of the ECMWFs Integrated Forecast System (IFS) and has 60 vertical levels with a106

model top at 0.1 hPa, a T255 spherical-harmonic representation of the dynamical fields107

and a reduced Gaussian grid with horizontal a resolution of approximately 79 km for108

surface fields. Note that synoptic land station surface pressure and relative humidities109

were assimilated into ERA-INTERIM. Surface pressure and 10m winds from drifting110

buoys and ships were also assimilated [20].111

The observations (land) used in the surface data assimilation scheme are the same112

as those used by ERA-Interim. A 6-hour forecast cycle with surface data assimilation113

was used. No upper-air data assimilation was carried out, but large scale information114

from the lateral boundary conditions were blended into the model at the start of each115

forecast cycle. The information from the ERA-Interim LBCs were read in by HAR-116
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Figure 1: (a) The horizontal grid of the HARMONIE model with the location of

the coastal land synoptic stations (Malin Head, Belmullet, Mace Head, Valentia and

Sherkin Island denoted with black circle markers) maintained by Met Éireann, and

used for validation of the 10 m HARMONIE downscaled winds. Wind data from the

M-buoys (denoted in red) from the Irish Marine Weather Buoy Network were also used

for validation (also see Figure 2 for their locations). Windfarm locations in the Irish

Sea are denoted with magenta square markers. Geographical locations of interest are

labelled in grey. (b) The locations of the full network of surface stations used in the

HARMONIE model 10 m wind validation (>120 stations).
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MONIE forecast once an hour using one-way nesting. The downscaling ratio, the ratio117

of the driving model (ERA-Interim) grid spacing to the LAM (HARMONIE) grid spac-118

ing, is approximately 32:1. Ideally, the resolution of LBC data and the LAM should119

be as close as possible [27]. Idealised studies have described the problem of reflec-120

tions at outflow boundaries when there is a mismatch in resolutions [28]. [29] showed121

that using downscaling ratios of up to 4:1 LBC errors are small and confined to the122

boundaries. However, downscaling of global climate simulations have used a down-123

scaling factor of 17 [30] and a recent project to produce an extreme wind climatology124

for The Netherlands using ERA-Interim and HARMONIE [31] have shown that the125

approach taken by this study, nesting HARMONIE directly with ERA-Interim LBCs,126

to be effective.127

2.2. Implementation of WAVEWATCH III for Ireland128

The WAVEWATCH III wave model grid was generated using the open source soft-129

ware PolyMesh [32]. The wave model parameterisation schemes chosen for the input130

and dissipation terms were formulated as per [33], using the TEST451 formulation131

which has been tuned for ECMWF global winds [23]. The wave model grid is an un-132

structured triangular grid with grid spacing varying from 225 m in the nearshore to133

10 km in the offshore. We have used the same Digital Elevation Model (DEM) as134

in [8]. The DEM blends three bathymetric sources : (i) vector data derived from the135

United Kingdom Hydrological Office (UKHO) admiralty charts, (ii) the European Ma-136

rine Observation and Data Network bathymetric dataset EMODnet [34] and (iii) high137

resolution MBES and LIDAR INFOMAR survey data [35] (approximately 50 gridded138

datasets, with resolutions from 2 m to 80 m).139

The coast and island boundaries were derived from the Ordnance Survey of Ireland140

(OSI) high-water mark (HWM) vector dataset [36]. The coastline was smoothed and141

sampled at approximately 200 m. Geo-referenced satellite imagery [37] along with142

bathymetry from the DEM (de-tided to Mean Sea Level MSL) was used to check the143

coastline and islands. In many areas, high resolution bathymetry is not available be-144

yond the 5 m or 10 m depth contour; therefore a limiting bottom depth for the wave145

model was set at 5 m.146
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Figure 2: The wave model grid with 20,235 nodes, and the locations of the buoys used

for validation. The 20, 60, 100 and 200 m isobaths are marked to indicate the general

depths where the buoys are located around the coast. Details about the precise location

(latitude/longitude) and the duration of the datasets used for the wave model validation

are given in Table A.2.

The resulting grid has approximately 20,000 nodes with a maximum resolution of147

225 m in the nearshore (see Figure 2). The outer boundary of the grid was chosen to148

align with the ERA-Interim wave model grid points.149

The boundary forcing consists of ERA-Interim re-analysis wave spectra. The ERA-150

Interim atmospheric model is two-way coupled to the ocean wave model with a spec-151

tral resolution of 30 frequencies and 24 directions and a spatial resolution of 1◦ × 1◦152

on a reduced latitude/longitude grid [20]. The boundary feeding was set at the wave153

model grid nodes on the open boundary (in between, and at, the ERA-Interim grid154

points), where depths were larger than 90 m. The spectral domain was discretized in155

24 directions and 30 frequencies logarithmically spaced with an increment of 1.1 from156

0.0345 Hz, which coincides with the resolution of the ERA-Interim wave spectra used157

to force the model. The temporal resolution of the boundary feeding is 6 hours, at the158

four standard synoptic times of 00:00, 06:00, 12:00 and 18:00 UTC [20].159
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2.3. Validation of HARMONIE and WAVEWATCH III160

The wind and wave hindcasts were thoroughly validated against available buoy161

data, including wave buoys in nearshore locations off the west coast and coastal and162

inland synoptic stations. In addition, the hindcasts were compared to all available163

altimeter data for significant wave height and surface winds from the CERSAT database164

at Ifremer [38, 39]. The quality of both wind and wave hindcast data were found to be165

good.166

Using the downscaled HARMONIE winds as forcing, the quality of the wave mo-167

del results improved with respect to [8] (forced with ERA-Interim winds) in sheltered168

areas around the coast (such as Galway Bay) and in the Irish Sea. Significant improve-169

ments were found at the M2, M4 old location and M5 buoys. The HARMONIE 10 m170

winds were found to be generally superior (to ERA-Interim) in predicting both wind171

intensity and directionality, in particular at the coastal land stations. A reduction in the172

bias of 1 m/s and the RMSE of 0.5 m/s for the 10 m wind speed; and 4◦ in the direc-173

tional bias was found over all surface stations combined compared to ERA-Interim (see174

Figure A.13). For full description of the validation procedure and results see Appendix175

A.176

3. Assessment of the wave and wind energy resource177

In the following we assess the wind (in Section 3.1) and wave (in Section 3.2)178

energy resources for Ireland, based on the 14-year hindcast covering the period 2000–179

2013. We examine regions of interest for wind and wave energy around the coast with180

a focus on the nearshore, analysing the variability of the resource across bathymetric181

depth contours (isobaths). We also examine the variability by season (winter, DJF -182

December, January, February; spring, MAM - March, April, May; summer, JJA - June,183

July, August; autumn, SON - September, October, November). We have defined 5 near-184

shore regions (marked in Figure 3): the northwest (NW), west (W), southwest (SW),185

south (S) and east (E). Finally, in Section 3.3 we consider the joint wind and wave en-186

ergy resource, in an effort to isolate regions where the resource is complementary and187

hence propitious for joint wind-wave farm installations.188
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3.1. Wind resource189

When estimating energy return levels for offshore installations, in particular while190

considering grid integration strategies and how the wind power resource will fit in191

the overall national energy balance, it is important to quantify not only the average192

energy resource but also the expected variability. This can occur at various temporal193

scales: seasonal, annual and even inter-decadal. The temporal extent of the hindcast194

is too short to assess the latter (this has been done for example in [17]). However, the195

high resolution allows us to build a spatial picture of the temporal variability (inter-196

annual and seasonal), representing the coastal regions with high accuracy. This in turn197

highlights areas near the coast where the resource is the most consistent.198

We focus on the 90, 100 and 125 m height levels, given that typical hub heights for199

offshore wind turbines are in this range [40]. In fact, the hub height of the wind farm200

installed in the Arklow Bank (in the Irish Sea [6]) is 124 m. In Figure 3, we present201

the annual and seasonal averages of wind power at the 100 m vertical level and the202

normalized standard deviation of the annual means which quantifies the inter-annual203

variability. The available wind power, P (W/m2) per unit of swept area, is evaluated204

as:205

P =
ρairv3

2
, (1)

where v is the wind speed and ρair is the density of air taken as 1.225 kg/m3.206

Looking at Figure 3, the wind energy density offshore is considerably greater than207

over land, even close to the coastline. This makes the future development of near-208

shore/coastal wind farms very attractive since offshore wind energy installations will209

offer a larger energy yield than land based wind farms.210

The spatial variation of the wind energy resource is quite small offshore. Near the211

coast, the effect of the orography becomes more apparent. For example, in the greater212

Galway Bay area (from Mace Head down to the Dingle Peninsula, the area marked in213

Figure 3 boxes “W” and “SW”), and in Donegal Bay (in the box marked “NW”), there214

is orographic sheltering at a smaller scale than the resolution of ERA-Interm (79 km).215

This can also be seen along the east coast. It is clear that the downscaled HARMONIE216

model offers a considerably more accurate representation of nearshore wind energy217
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Figure 3: Wind power at 100 m for Ireland. Left panels show the averages (annual and

seasonal means) and the right panels show the normalised standard deviation of the

annual means (%) which is a measure of the interannual variability of the wind power

resource.
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levels.218

Examining Figure 3, the strongest wind energy intensity is off the northwest of Ire-219

land, coinciding with the northeast Atlantic storm track corridor [41]. Hurricane-force220

extra-tropical cyclones pass to the northwest of Ireland on average two to three times221

per year [42]. The east coast wind resource is more consistent, while still retaining rel-222

atively high wind power levels (generally a difference of 200-400 W/m2, with respect223

to the west coast).224

Proven offshore-wind technologies are foundation-based and can be deployed at225

depths of up to approximately 30 m for monopile structures, and 60 m for multi-pile226

structures. Floating bases would allow deployments at greater depths (up to 200 m);227

however these technologies are still under development [43, 7, 44, 45]. With this in228

mind, we looked at the spatial distribution of the wind energy in the nearshore focusing229

on its variability with respect to the bathymetric contours and distance to the shore.230

Furthermore, since the interplay between the predominant wind direction and coastal231

orography can induce a significant difference in the vertical profile of wind speeds (and232

therefore the energy resource) we looked at multiple hub-height vertical levels. Figures233

4 to 6 display the seasonal averages of wind power at the 90 m level and the difference234

between the 125 m and 90 m levels, for the northwest and west; southwest and south;235

and east coast, respectively. The isobaths of 25, 50, 75 and 100 m are depicted in the236

figures.237

The wind power is the strongest nationally in the northwest (Figure 4 (a)). Gen-238

erally, there is little dissipation from the offshore (25-40 km away from the coastline,239

around the 75 m isobath) to the nearshore. In particular, the segment between Malin240

Beg and Tory Island offers high power density between the 25 m and 50 m isobaths,241

which are very close to the shoreline (less than 10 km). At the same time, note the close242

proximity to the North Atlantic storm track corridor, and the regular occurrence of the243

hurricane force winds associated with it [42]. The more sheltered Donegal Bay also244

offers good potential for wind farm installations, as it offers some degree of protection245

from the very harsh wind climate, in particular during winter. In general, the difference246

in energy between the 90 and 125 m levels varies with distance to the shore. Along247

the 75 m isobath, a difference of approximately 120 W/m2 between the 90 and 125 m248
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Figure 4: Seasonal averages of the wind power at 90 m (left panels) and the difference

between the 125 m and 90 m levels (right panels) for (a) the northwest and (b) west

coast of Ireland (area’s marked NW and W in Figure 3).
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levels can be seen in the winter, and 80-100 W/m2 in autumn and spring. The seasonal249

variability is pronounced, with energy levels in the winter three times larger than those250

in the summer (still a substantial level of circa 600 W/m2).251

On the west coast (Figure 4 (b)) power levels almost as high as on the northwest252

coast can be seen, with the exception of the region to the east of Broadhaven Bay. We253

note considerable energy levels along the 75 m isobath, at its closest to the coastline,254

near the Mullet Peninsula (5 to 10 km). In fact, the power levels (at both 90 m and255

125 m hub-heights) are consistent right up to the shoreline (depths of less than 25 m).256

As we move southwards, from Galway Bay to the Dingle peninsula, (Figure 5 (a))257

the power levels decrease, with the highest levels off Mace Head (the intended location258

of the Fuinneamh Sceirde Teoranta wind energy project) and off the tip of the Dingle259

Peninsula (the Blasket Islands). There is a marked decrease in energy levels from the260

offshore to the nearshore (around 30 %). When looking at the differences between261

the 90 m and 125 m vertical levels (right panels), in winter and autumn, the power262

levels at the 125 m are higher than at the 90 m level uniformly from the offshore to263

the nearshore (130 W/m2 in winter, 80 W/m2 in autumn). In spring and summer, the264

differences are reduced, and in fact, the reduction is not uniform and more pronounced265

in the nearshore. This fact could be linked to the marked seasonal variability in mean266

wind direction, at the level of the entire North Atlantic basin [46] and for Ireland, as267

can be seen in Figure 7 (a).268

The south and east regions (Figures 5 (b) and 6, respectively) have similar wind269

energy levels, with quite uniform energy density distributions from the shoreline to270

the 50 m isobath. The only exception is off Carnsore point, where high wind energy271

densities can be seen, quite close to the shoreline. Note that in the Irish Sea, the area272

with depths under 50 m is large, and offers many potential locations for offshore wind273

farm sites (for example the four sites, either installed, or under development, marked274

in Figure 6). Note also, that on the east coast, the energy densities at the 90 and the275

125 m vertical levels are similar along the 25 m isobath.276

The mean seasonal 10m wind direction is shown in Figure 7 (a). The predominant277

direction on the west coast is southwesterly. However in the summer and spring, the278

direction is from the west (in spring, mainly in the Galway Bay region). On the east279
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Figure 5: Seasonal averages of the wind power at 90 m (left panels) and the difference

between the 125 m and 90 m levels (right panels) for (a) the southwest coast and (b)

the south coast of Ireland (panel SW and S in Figure 3). The square marker shows the

proposed position of the Fuinneamh Sceirde Teoranta wind energy project.
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Figure 6: Seasonal averages of the wind power at 90 m (upper panels) and the differ-

ence between the 125 m and 90 m levels (lower panels) for the east coast of Ireland

(area E marked in Figure 3). The square markers show the positions of the wind farm

development projects in this region: A - Oriel Windfarm, B - Kish Bank, C - Codling

and D - Arklow Bank array.
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coast, wind direction is also from the southwest, with a southerly shift in spring and in280

summer (less pronounced). Such shifts in the wind direction will modify the sheltering281

patterns associated with the land topography of coastal regions and implicitly affect the282

seasonal characteristics of the nearshore wind energy resource. To show the directional283

spread around the coast, the directional distribution of the 10 m wind speed intensity at284

6 locations on the 60 m isobath are depicted in Figure 7 (b). More directional spread is285

apparent in the west and southwest of Ireland.286

So far we have looked at the inter-annual and seasonal variability in the wind energy287

resource. To gain an understanding of the distribution of wind speed regimes over a288

typical year and at typical hub heights, Weibull probability distribution functions (PDF)289

were fitted to model speeds at the 90 m and 125 m vertical levels, for the six points on290

the 60 m isobath (displayed in Figure 7 (b)) - see Figure 8. Points 1 and 2 on the291

west coast have the highest median speeds and the highest frequency of occurrence292

of extreme wind speeds, see in particular panels (b) and (d) of Figure 8, where the293

tails of the distributions are depicted. From these panels, the 125 m vertical level294

experiences more extreme wind speeds than the 90 m level as can be seen in the tail295

of the distribution. Note also that Point 6 in the Irish Sea has a higher probability of296

occurrence of speeds in the 20 to 30 m/s range than points 4 and 5 off the south and297

southwest coast.298
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Figure 7: Directionality of the nearshore 10 m winds (a) Seasonal means of 10 m wind

direction for Ireland (meteorological convention, 0◦ northerly, 90◦ easterly). Average

velocity (average wind speed including direction) by season is overlaid using black

directional arrows. The length of arrow for 10 m/s is depicted (in white) in the DJF

panel for reference. (b) Frequency of occurrence of wind speeds grouped in directional

bins (wind roses) at 6 locations around the Irish coast. The circles mark the levels of

the 5 %, 10 % and 15 % frequency of occurrence.18
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Figure 8: Weibull PDF fitted to wind speeds at the 90 m and 125 m levels at 6 locations

around the Irish coast (points 1, 2, 3 upper panels and points 4, 5, 6 lower panels).

The right panels display the PDF on a logarithmic scale to emphasize the tail of the

distribution (high wind speeds, lower probability extreme events). The location of the

points can be seen in Figure 7 (b), numbered and marked by red dots.
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3.2. Wave resource299

In this section, we present seasonal averages of wave power per metre of wave300

crest for Ireland (Figure 9) and maps focusing on areas of interest for wave energy301

installations in Figure 10. The wave power per metre of wave crest, J(W/m) is defined302

as follows:303

J = ρwgEcg (2)

where ρw is the density of water, g is the acceleration due to gravity, E is the first mo-304

ment of the frequency-direction spectrum and cg is the average group velocity taken305

over the frequency–direction spectrum [23]. The response of most wave energy con-306

verters (WECs) varies at difference frequencies of excitation and their typical power307

capture performance will depend on the device characteristics, and the spectral shape308

and bandwidth of the spectral distribution of energy. For example, in the case of an Os-309

cillating Wave Surge Converter (OWSC) such as the Oyster (size 20–25 m), the highest310

part of the power capture response is in the frequency range 0.085 Hz to 0.16 Hz [47].311

Coupling the device performance characteristics with the typical wave conditions that312

could be expected at a site (on an annual average basis) the wave energy flux range of313

most interest is approximately 10–75 kW/m.314

The west and south coasts are included in this analysis, although the power levels315

typically seen in these regions are low (compared to the west) and thus this area has not316

received much interest for potential WEC farm locations. At the same time, some stud-317

ies [48] suggest that for lower power regimes (10–20 kW/m of wave front) the global318

technical wave energy levels (for all the regions with this level of resource) are esti-319

mated to be double those corresponding to the range 20–30 kW/m (100-500 TWh/year).320

It should be noted that the southern coast is exposed to wave power levels in the range321

15–20 kW/m. The same levels are registered in many sheltered bay areas on the west322

coast.323

Figure 9 (a) shows that the western seaboard experiences high-energy sea states324

(over 100 kW/m) particularly in winter, which diminish only slightly from the offshore325

in to the coast. Much of the energy in the winter on the west coast is comprised of large326

sea states, for which the amount of extractable energy may be constrained (due to the327
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Figure 9: (a) Seasonal averages of wave power per metre of wave crest (kW/m) for

Ireland. (b) Directionality of the wave energy resource. Histograms of the maximum

directionally resolved wave power per metre of wave crest at 6 locations around the

Irish coast. The circles mark the 10 %, 20 %, 30 % and 40 % frequency of occurrence

levels.
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design limits on WEC technologies). Thus, the exploitable energy [49] in the winter is328

substantially reduced. In the summertime substantial energy levels can still be seen on329

the west coast (up to 20 kW/m). The inter-annual variability of the wave resource is330

in the range of 20 to 35 % (largest in spring) as discussed in [8]. This is in contrast to331

the variability in the wind resource, which is smaller (in the range of 10 to 25 %). The332

largest variability in the wind power can be seen in the winter months – see Figure 3,333

right panels.334

Assessment of the directionality of the wave energy resource is an important ele-335

ment for most WEC technologies, as it impacts both the deployment of the device and336

also the design process. The directionally-resolved wave power (defined as the energy337

flux through a surface with normal incidence to a particular direction) is a quantity of-338

ten used to characterize directionality [50]. Histograms of the maximum directionally-339

resolved wave power and the corresponding directions are presented for 6 locations340

on the 60 m isobath around Ireland – see Figure 9 (b). On the west coast, a larger341

directional spread can be seen at the location 1 (north) and 4 (south) than at locations342

2 and 3, with very similar frequency of occurrence of power levels between 20 and343

100 kW/m. A slightly larger frequency of occurrence of power levels over 100 kW/m344

can also be seen at location 1. The frequency of occurrence of any power levels over345

10 kW/m at location 6 on the east coast is much lower than at other locations. Power346

levels above 10kW/m occur more frequently at location 5 on the south coast.347

The seasonal averages of wave energy flux for the northwest are depicted in Fig-348

ure 10 (a). On the 25 m isobath, resource levels of 90 kW/m can be seen in winter from349

Malin Beg to Tory Island. The wind resource along this isobath is also very large as350

shown in Figure 4 (a). Two areas with exceptional power density, located very close to351

the shore (so called hot spots of wave energy) can be seen to the south of Arranmore352

Island and to the north of Malin Beg. These are areas where the wave energy resource353

is higher than would be otherwise expected for the water depth, due to wave interaction354

with irregular bathymetry or the steep sea-floor slope (see for example [51]). Donegal355

Bay has a smaller average wave energy levels available, with the wave power flux half356

of that of the more exposed coastline segment mentioned above, across all seasons. In357

winter, energy levels are 35-60 kW/m on average on the 50 m isobath in the bay (as358
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Figure 10: Seasonal averages of wave power per metre of wave crest (kW/m) for (a)

the northwest, (b) the west, (c) the southwest and (d) the south coast of Ireland (panels

NW, W, SW and S in Figure 3). In (b): the AMETS wave energy test sites are marked

with squares: ‘A’ - the 100 m isobath and ‘B’ - 50 m isobath test area. In (c): ‘A’ the

Galway Bay quarter scale test site and ‘B’ the WestWave Killard Point project location.
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opposed to over 90 kW/m north of Malin Beg). In summer this ratio is again half, with359

10 kW/m in the bay and 20 kW/m on the exposed coastline. The spatial distribution of360

wave energy density in autumn is similar to the one in spring for the northwest, with361

about 10 kW/m more energy offshore, in autumn, than in spring.362

The west coast, south of Belmullet (see Figure 10 (b)), possesses the highest wave363

energy resource of any other region in Ireland. In fact, the area to the west of Belmullet364

depicted by markers A and B in Figure 10 (b), is the location of the AMETS full-scale365

wave energy test site. The amount of energy dissipation to the coastline is considerably366

less than in the northwest region. Wave energy flux levels remain high even in spring367

and autumn with 30–50 kW/m on the 25 m isobath.368

The wave energy resource for the southwest region is shown in Figure 10 (c). Very369

high wave energy fluxes can be seen up to the 75 m isobath. The energy density de-370

creases gradually to the shore, with the exception of the Dingle Peninsula and the371

segment between Killard Point and Loop Head. Galway Bay is sheltered somewhat372

from the energetic North Atlantic by the Aran Islands, with an energy levels of about373

10 kW/m in the winter. This is the location of a 1/4-scale wave energy test site is374

marked by A in Figure 10 (c).375

The season averages for the south coast are depicted in Figure 10 (d). In this region,376

the wave energy resource is substantially reduced compared to the other regions exam-377

ined. Nonetheless, on the 50 m isobath, energy levels of about 20 kW/m are present378

in winter, and of at least 10 kW/m in the other seasons. The nearshore energy levels379

are largest off Carnsore Point and Baltimore, with the portion in between being more380

sheltered.381

3.3. Correlation between the wind and wave energy resource382

A challenge that both the wind and wave energy industries face is the inherent in-383

termittence of the resource, which spans many time scales: from minutes to seasons to384

decades. In particular, high-frequency variability causes the biggest difficulty when in-385

tegrating these resources into the power supply grid. One way to tackle this problem is386

to develop highly accurate met-ocean forecasts which in turn will enable fast-response387

grid-supply planning – see for instance [52, 53, 54] for wind forecasting.388
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In addition, wind and wave energy exploration can be combined to take advantage389

of the complementarity of the two resources in certain regions – as suggested for in-390

stance in [55, 56, 18, 19]. This has the potential to reduce transmission requirements.391

In order to assess the complementarity between the wind and wave energy resource392

around the Irish coast, and in particular in the nearshore, we have evaluated the corre-393

lation between the wave and wind power (following [55]) on the 30 and 60 m isobaths.394

As our main goal is to construct a spatial picture of the complementarity rather than395

an in-depth device-specific analysis (as in [55]) we have used the raw available power,396

not focusing on any particular technology. We extend the analysis in [55] (which had397

considered only three years of data from four offshore locations – M1, M2, M3 and the398

Kinsale Energy Gas platform, see Figure 2), to the entire extent of the Irish coast in the399

nearshore, and to a longer timeframe (2000–2013).400

Thus, we have interpolated the wind and wave hindcast results for both the wave401

energy flux ( with the finite-depth formula based on the variance spectra using Equa-402

tion 2) and the wind power density at the 100 m vertical level from the HARMONIE403

meso-scale model (using Equation 1) to the two isobaths. Subsequently, we have eval-404

uated the correlation between the resulting time series (with temporal resolution of405

1 hour). The results are summarised in Figure 11.406

Firstly, the offshore wind energy potential is quite consistent around the coast, with407

mean annual values between 800–1200 W/m2. In contrast, the wave energy resource408

is much less consistent around Ireland with reasonable levels only available off the409

Atlantic coast and, to a lesser degree, off the Celtic Sea coast. The east coast offers410

excellent offshore wind potential, but no viable wave energy resource.411

On the west coast, the wave and wind power are moderately correlated (correlation412

coefficients in the range 0.5–0.6). This is due to the fact that much of the wave en-413

ergy resource here is not locally generated, consisting of swells originating from other414

regions of the North Atlantic basin. Our findings are consistent with [55]. Our analy-415

sis highlights segments around the western coast, close to the shore, where wind/wave416

combined farms could exploit the lag between energetic wind and wave resource avail-417

ability and thus smooth out some of the high-frequency variably in the resource.418

In sheltered areas such as Galway Bay and the northern part of the Donegal Bay,419
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Figure 11: Left panel–mean wind power at the 100 m level (W/m2), middle panel–

mean wave power flux (kW/m) and right panel–correlation between wind power and

wave energy flux. For this analysis, wave and wind hindcasts were interpolated to

points on the 30 m and 60 m bathymetric contours.

the resource is due to local wind growth and thus is highly correlated to the wind power420

(correlation coefficients over 0.82). On the south coast, the wind-wave correlation is421

higher than the west coast. The correlation coefficient of 0.7 indicates some comple-422

mentarity. The wave energy levels on the 60 m isobath in this region, in particular off423

Carnsore Point and Baltimore, are substantially smaller than on the west coast, but still424

significant, making these sites good candidates for joint wind/wave farms.425

4. Accessibility for marine operations426

Site accessibility for marine operations (deployment and maintenance) is another427

great challenge for the marine renewable energy sector. Performing maintenance at sea428

is expensive and risky, as experience from the offshore oil industry and, more recently,429

the offshore wind industry suggests. Deployment and maintenance activities require430

sufficiently long time intervals with met-ocean parameters under certain thresholds (op-431

2Incidentally, this is the case also on the east coast, where the wave-climate is wind-sea dominated.

However, the wave energy resource here is too small for wind/wave farms to be a viable option.
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Figure 12: Upper panels: percentage of time comprising of weather windows larger

than 12 hours for which wind speed is less than 16 m/s, Hs is less than 2 m and the peak

period Tp less than 13 s respectively. Lower panels: average of the yearly maximum

waiting time between weather windows satisfying the criteria above. For this analysis,

wave and wind hindcasts were interpolated to points on the 30 m and 60 m bathymetric

contours.
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erational limits). These limits depend on the operation being performed and the type of432

vessel employed. In this section, we present a weather window analysis incorporating433

wind speeds, significant wave heights and peak periods. We focus on the nearshore,434

and more specifically locations along the 30 m and 60 m isobaths.435

Our analysis closely follows the methodology described in [57], where a weather436

window analysis based on wind speeds, significant wave heights, wave periods and437

tidal currents was performed for three sites (the AMETS test site off the Belmullet438

peninsula in Ireland, the M2 buoy in the Irish Sea and the OWEZ wind farm site off439

the Dutch North Sea coast). However, that study was based on a limited dataset of440

measurements, spanning only a one year period.441

We note that accessibility levels are sensitive to the thresholds, which depend on the442

specific vessel requirements [58]. However, as in Section 3.3, we aim to build a spatial443

picture of accessibility around the coastline, rather than an in-depth, device-specific444

analysis. Thus we considered a typical scenario corresponding to a generic jack-up445

vessel for offshore wind turbine installations (see for instance [57, 58], which provide446

operating limits in terms of significant wave height and wind speed). Furthermore,447

since recent studies [59] reveal that the wave period is also a limiting operating factor,448

we included a 13 second threshold for the peak period, in addition to a 2 m threshold449

for the significant wave height and 16 m/s for the wind speed. We neglected the tidal450

current in this analysis while recognising that it might play an important role in the451

Irish Sea.452

The upper panels in Figure 12 display the percentage of time each season where453

there are weather windows satisfying the criteria mentioned above (Hs< 2 m, Tp< 13 s,454

wind speed < 16 m/s) and are of at least 12 hours length (a sufficiently long time to455

carry out marine operations). The lower panels show the maximum waiting times for456

access (taken as the average of the yearly maxima of waiting times between windows457

of at least 12 hours length, a measure of the ‘worst case scenario’ waiting time in each458

season).459

In winter, on the west coast, accessibility windows amount to less than 20 % over-460

all. Less than 10 % accessibility can be seen off the Belmullet Peninsula (where the461

AMETS wave energy testing site is located) and around Malin Beg. The maximum462
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waiting times exceed a month on the 60 m isobath in many parts of this region, and463

are generally greater than 18 days on the 30 m isobath. Nonetheless, the north part of464

Donegal Bay and Galway Bay have access levels of around 40 % in winter with maxi-465

mum waiting times of around 18 days on the 30 m isobath. At the same time, the wind466

energy resource here has high levels and the wave energy resource in not negligible (in467

particular in Donegal Bay) - see Figure 11.468

In contrast, on the east coast, even in winter, accessibility levels exceed 50 % (even469

60 % where the Arklow Bank offshore wind farm is located). Maximum waiting times470

on the east coast are less than a week even in winter time (three days or less in the other471

seasons).472

South coast accessibility levels in winter are lower than on the east coast but are473

still significant: 50–60 %, with maximum waiting times of approximately 12 days.474

The exposed extremal points (off Baltimore and Carnsore Point) are exceptions, with475

maximum waiting times of over 18 days in winter.476

In summer 3, accessibility levels are generally over 70 % all around the coast. The477

only exception is Belmullet, were access levels remain under 60 % along the 60 m478

isobath.479

The accessibility levels in spring are similar to autumn, on the south and east coasts.480

On the west coast, autumn has reduced accessibility levels with respect to the spring481

season (circa 40 % versus 50 %), with maximum waiting times of 24 days, in the482

northwest, and off the Belmullet peninsula.483

3Interestingly, in summer on the south coast, the access levels on the 30 m isobath are slightly less than on

the 60 m isobath (still, maximum waiting times less than 6 days). This can be attributed to the 13 s threshold

chosen for the peak wave period. Indeed, the 90th percentile of the peak period in summer is slightly above

this threshold on the 30 m isobath, and about 12 s (below the threshold) for the 60 m isobath. Hence, the Tp

threshold is more likely to be exceeded on the 30 m isobath. This anomaly demonstrates the sensitivity of

accessibility levels to the Tp threshold, and implies that Tp limit should be linked to the wave height.
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5. Discussion484

In this section, we discuss the wind and wave energy resource around the coast485

while taking into account accessibility levels. The wind energy resource is consistent486

around the coast as can be seen in Figure 11, middle panel - with annual averages487

reaching 1200 W/m2 on the 60 m isobath off the northwest coast, and values of circa488

800 W/m2 on the east coast. On the 30 m isobath off the south coast, there is a small489

drop in the energy density (100-200 W/m, most likely due to sheltering effects) com-490

pared to the east coast. On the 60 m isobath however, the energy levels are comparable491

to those on the east coast. When accessibility is taken into account, the east coast stands492

out as a preferred location for offshore wind farm developments. In fact, the majority493

of planned developments are concentrated on the east coast (see Figure 6). At the same494

time, grid integration and infrastructure are readily available there, where much of the495

population is located.496

The south coast also offers reasonable accessibility levels, with only slightly less497

wind energy levels available than off the east coast. The west coast has some low498

accessibility, particularly in winter, with the exception of more sheltered areas such as499

Galway Bay and Donegal Bay. It should be noted that the location of the Fuinneamh500

Sceirde Teoranta wind energy project (see Figure 5) has slightly higher accessibility501

levels compared to the more exposed areas. The directionality of the wind (Figure502

7) was also examined, and was shown to play an important role in the wind power503

resource in coastal areas that experience orographic sheltering effects.504

In contrast to the wind energy resource, the wave resource is restricted to the At-505

lantic coast and off the Celtic Sea coast (with smaller levels, but still significant). No-506

tably, the Belmullet area (where the AMETS tests site is located, see Figure 10 (b)) and507

the northwest benefit from exceptional levels of wave energy. However, these regions508

are quite exposed and problems with accessibility may occur (as Figure 12 reveals).509

Other sites that stand out as potential locations for WEC farms, with only slightly510

smaller wave energy levels but slightly higher accessibility, are south of Achill Island511

and the area from Killard Point (potential site for the WestWave project [3]) down to512

the Dingle peninsula.513
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Our study highlights sites around the coast that might have been overlooked in514

terms of potential for wind, wave or combined wind/wave energy installations. The515

energy resource at these locations has reasonable levels, and more importantly they are516

somewhat sheltered from the extreme North Atlantic climate (see Figure 1 for loca-517

tions):518

1. West of Malin Head, where excellent wave (30–40 kW/m annual average) and519

wind (over 800 W/m2 annual average) energy resources can be seen along the520

30 m isobath. The accessibility along the 60 m isobath is low in this region521

(as Figure 12 shows). Thus, suitable locations for WEC or offshore wind de-522

velopment are in shallower water depths (30 m or less), where accessibility is523

reasonable: the maximum waiting time in winter is approximately 12 days. The524

correlation between the wind and wave energy resource is also relatively low525

(0.6) indicating some complementarity between the two.526

2. Donegal Bay has significant levels of wave energy resource (20 kW/m annual527

average on the 30 m isobath and up to 40 kW/m annual average on the 60 m528

isobath) and wind (600–800 W/m2 annual average), with good complementarity529

between the two (approximately 0.6 correlation). Here the accessibility levels530

are among the best on the west coast.531

3. The Dingle Peninsula has exceptional levels of both wave and wind energy in532

the nearshore. However low accessibility can be seen in parts of the peninsula.533

The complementarity between the wave and wind energy is the best on the west534

coast (correlations range between 0.5→0.6).535

4. Regions off the south coast such as Carnsore Point and Baltimore (near to Sherkin536

Island) have similar wind energy levels to the east coast, and small but signifi-537

cant levels of wave energy resource (20 kW/m annual average). The accessibility538

levels are better than on the west coast. Complementarity between the wind and539

wave energy resource is reduced (correlation of circa 0.7).540

We have considered accessibility strictly from a meteorological perspective, with-541

out considering the proximity to the existing grid infrastructure and port facilities. We542

stress that many of these sites are in isolated locations without appropriate grid in-543
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frastructure, or nearby ports of access. This will have a great impact on site selection544

[60, 2]. Long-term planing on the part of policy makers is required to provide the in-545

frastructure necessary for the energy resource in such locations to be exploited for the546

benefit of Ireland.547

6. Summary and Conclusions548

A 14-year high resolution wave and wind hindcast was carried out for Ireland, and549

validated against available buoy, synoptic station and altimeter data. The wind was550

dynamically downscaled from the ERA-Interim reanalysis (approximately 80 km hori-551

zontal resolution and 60 vertical levels) to a 2.5 km horizontal grid spacing and 65 ver-552

tical levels, using the HARMONIE meso-scale model [22, 25]. The wave hindcast was553

derived using WAVEWATCH III [23] on an unstructured grid with a resolution ranging554

between 10 km offshore and 225 m in the nearshore. The wind forcing consisted of the555

downscaled HARMONIE 10 m wind speeds and the boundary wave spectra from the556

ECMWF ERA-Interim reanalysis.557

The temporal extent of 14 years of the wind and wave hindcasts enabled us to558

perform an analysis of the seasonal and inter-annual variability and derive reliable es-559

timates of power distribution. However, the 14-year duration is not sufficient to char-560

acterize variability of the climate on scales of decades or more, and these variations561

need to be taken into account for future planning. It should be noted that, at least562

for the wave energy resource, the inter-annual variability is significantly larger than563

decadal variations [61, 62]. A study of the long-term wave climate of Ireland and its564

inter-decadal variability was carried out in [8].565

Apart from estimating the wind and wave energy resource, in the current study we566

have considered the nearshore wind and wave climate in conjunction with each other,567

and highlighted two issues that have relevance for the ocean renewable energy industry.568

Firstly, we have investigated the complementarity between the wind and wave energy569

resource in the nearshore (on the 30 m and 60 m isobaths around the entire coast).570

Areas with low correlation could be targeted as locations for joint wind/wave power571

farms to mitigate against the high-frequency variability in both resources.572
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Secondly, we assessed the accessibility for marine operations around the coast. In573

terms of accessibility, we identified three weather-window regimes around Ireland –574

see Figure 12: (i) the Atlantic coast, low accessibility levels, with a maximum waiting575

time of almost a month between access windows in winter, in most parts, (ii) the south576

coast, moderate accessibility levels, (iii) the east coast, high accessibility levels.577

By ensuring that wind and wave conditions were considered jointly for this wind578

and wave climatology, we have been able to build a unified description of the wave579

and wind nearshore energy potential of Ireland and to select regions that have both a580

high energy density and are reasonably accessible for marine operations and mainte-581

nance. Based on this joint approach, we have recommended four new locations in the582

nearshore which might be suitable locations for joint wind/wave farms based on: (i)583

accessibility; (ii) the correlation between wind and wave; (iii) and the energy resource584

available.585

In conclusion, this study addresses the uncertainty regarding the wind and wave586

renewable energy potential in Irish coastal areas. It provides detailed information on587

wind and waves that reflects the current climate (2000–2013), an important consid-588

eration in view of climate change over past decades. This adds to the Irish national589

capacity to inform commercial interests involved in marine operations in general, and590

in exploiting ocean renewable energy.591

Finally, we plan to produce a new atmospheric dataset for Ireland (MÉRA – Met592

Éireann Reanalysis) by improving and building on the work carried out for this study.593

This reanalysis will run from the period 1979 to the present using HARMONIE, with594

both surface and upper air data assimilation and a larger model domain.595

Appendix A. Hindcast Validation596

Appendix A.1. Validation of HARMONIE winds597

In this section we present a validation study of the HARMONIE 10 m winds used598

to force the wave model by comparison with observations from three classes of station599

(locations shown in Figures 1 and 2): (i) measurements from the M-buoys from the600

the Irish Marine Weather Buoy Network (details in Table A.1) in order to examine the601
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S tation Latitude Longitude Period
◦N ◦W (mm/yy)

M1 53.127 11.200 01/01-12/07

M2 53.480 5.425 05/01-12/12

M3 51.217 10.551 02/07-12/12

M4 54.998 9.992 05/07-12/12

M4 old location 54.667 9.066 12/03-05/07

M5 51.689 6.701 10/04-12/12

Bellmulet 54.228 10.004 01/00-12/12

Mace Head 53.317 9.900 04/10-12/12

Malin Head 51.940 10.237 01/00-12/12

Sherkin Island 55.372 7.338 04/10-12/12

Valentia 51.476 9.428 01/00-12/12

Table A.1: The location of the stations and the duration of time series of observations

used in the comparison with HARMONIE and ERA-Interim model 10 m wind output.

The M-stations denote the Irish marine buoys and the last 5 stations are the subset of

synoptic coastal land stations examined in detail in Figure A.13. The locations of the

stations can be seen in Figure 1 (a).

performance of the model offshore; (ii) measurements across all synoptic land and buoy602

stations available over the hindcast period for the UK and Ireland (over 120 stations)603

and (iii) measurements from a subset of 5 synoptic weather stations located in coastal604

areas around Ireland (in order to focus on the performance of the model in regions of605

potential interest for renewable energy applications in the nearshore).606

Additionally, we present a comparison of the station observations with the ERA-607

Interim Re-analysis 10 m winds, in order to quantify the improvement in the high-608

resolution HARMONIE winds with respect to the forcing data set. The quality in-609

dexes for the comparison of model to observations are shown in Figure A.13. We have610

displayed the paired-in-time quality index plots comparing (a) HARMONIE (hourly-611

forecasts from the 00, 06, 12 and 18 hour model runs) to observational data, by forecast612

length and (b) ERA-Interim and the HARMONIE forecasts (using the 0, 3 and 6-hour613

forecasts from the 00 hour and 12 hour model runs) to observations. We have also used614
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all available observations from the synoptic coastal land stations for the hindcast period615

2000-2012.616

The bias, root mean square error (RMSE) were compared for both wind speed and617

direction – a summary of selected results are shown in Figure A.13. The bias is defined618

as the mean of the difference between observed data, xi, and model data, yi over n619

number of observation/data pairs:620

Bias =
1
n

n∑
i=1

(xi − yi) (A.1)

In this case a negative bias means that the model is greater than the observations.621

Note that the relative bias (%) is the bias divided by the mean of the observed data,622

Bias
x ×100. The root mean squared error (RMSE) is calculated by evaluating the devia-623

tions of the model points from the observations, summing these and taking the square624

root:625

RMS E =

√√(
1
n

n∑
i=1

(xi − yi)2

)
(A.2)

Finally, the HARMONIE output was also validated by comparing the relative bias626

and scatter index against satellite wind speed measurements from the CERSAT altime-627

ter database [38], obtained from the Centre de Recherche et d’Exploitation Satellitaire628

(CERSAT), at Ifremer. The scatter index (SI) is defined as the root mean square error629

divided by the mean of the observations, x. This can be shown as a percentage (%) by630

multiplying by 100.631

S I =
RMS E

x
(A.3)

Appendix A.1.1. Marine buoys632

The quality indexes for the comparison of model to observations are shown in Fig-633

ure A.13 (a). This analysis extends a validation study performed in [10] where 10 m634

ERA-Interim and ECMWF operational archive winds were compared to M1, M3, M5635

and M6 buoy measurements. All available measurements from 2000 to 2012 from636

M buoys were used in the validation study shown in Figure A.13 (a); (geographical637
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locations depicted in Figure 1 (a)). The station coordinates and periods of available638

measurements for the M buoys are summarised in Table A.1. The temporal resolution639

of all observations is 1 hour. The buoy measurements are not continuous, with data640

missing for several months during the period. Furthermore, the wind speeds are trun-641

cated to the closest 1 knot for the marine buoys and synoptic stations. Such truncations642

can increase the scatter between the model and observations [63]. HARMONIE and643

ERA-Interim wind fields were bilinearly interpolated to the station locations.644

The buoy wind measurements were adjusted from the anemometer height (4.5 m645

for the Marine Institute buoys [64]) to 10 m using a logarithmically varying profile646

correction for wind speed with height assuming neutrally stable atmospheric conditions647

[65]:648

v(z) = vr(zr)
ln

(
z/z0

)
ln

(
zr/z0

) , (A.4)

where v is the wind speed at height z, vr is the known wind speed at height zr and z0 is649

the sea surface roughness length, taken to be 2 × 10−4 m.650

The downscaled HARMONIE winds generally exhibit smaller biases and RMSEs651

in both wind speed and direction relative to ERA-Interim. As can be seen in Fig-652

ure A.13 (b), RMSE values are less than 2 m/s and biases mostly less than −0.5 m/s.653

Significant reductions in directional bias were also found for the buoys located closer654

to the shoreline (not shown): at the M2 buoy from −9◦ to −3◦, at the M4 old location655

from −8◦ to −5◦ and at the M5 buoy from −6◦ to −3◦ respectively. These gains in re-656

solving directionality are evident in Figure A.14 where directional histograms of wind657

speed intensities are displayed. Furthermore, ERA-Interim underpredicts wind-speeds658

at these locations, in particular for strong intensity regimes. This bias is considerably659

reduced by the HARMONIE downscaling, as the wind roses in Figure A.14 show.660

Appendix A.1.2. Land stations661

All available measurements from 2000 to 2012 from the subset of 5 coastal land662

stations (shown in Figure A.13 (a)) were used in the validation study. Additionally, the663

HARMONIE model was validated over the same period against all available data from664

the more than 120 stations (denoted in Figure A.13 (b)). The improvements brought665
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Figure A.13: (a) Verification of the HARMONIE versus M buoys for 10 m wind speeds

(from the 00, 06, 12 and 18 hour model runs) to observational data (compared hourly).

(b) 10 m wind directional biases of the HARMONIE and ERA-Interim versus the sub-

set of 5 coastal land station observational data (and the total of all the available station

observations in the model domain – see Figure 1 (a) and (b), respectively). Solid lines

show the HARMONIE versus measured results; dashed lines show the ERA-Interim

scores versus the observations from the 0, 3 and 6-hour forecasts from the 00 hour and

12 hour model runs. (c) Same as (b) but for 10m wind speed bias and (d) RMSE.
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by the HARMONIE downscaling are, as expected, more prominent at the coastal land666

stations, with overall smaller RMSEs in both wind speed and direction. Biases are also667

reduced for the speed and direction, with the exception of Malin Head where only the668

directional bias is reduced (to close to zero – see Figure A.13 (b)). Although the RMSE669

is improved for Mace Head, the bias is marginally worse when compared to ERA-670

Interim (Figure A.13 (c)), however, the directional bias has reduced to −3◦ from −9◦671

by the 6-hour forecast. These are less sheltered (more exposed) stations and therefore672

the model improvement in these biases (due to the better resolved local orography) may673

not have as pronounced an effect.674

Overall, a reduction in the bias of 1 m/s and the RMSE of 0.5 m/s for the 10 m wind675

speed; and 4◦ in the directional bias was found for all surface stations combined versus676

HARMONIE, compared to ERA-Interim. The histograms of wind speed intensities677

(Figure A.15) show the better performance of the HARMONIE model in capturing678

directionality and lower wind speeds regimes at Mace Head.679
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Figure A.14: Wind roses for the 10 m wind speed (m/s) at the M2, M4 (original)

and M5 marine buoys: observations for the time-periods described in Table A.1 (left),

HARMONIE (center) and ERA-Interim (right).
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Figure A.15: Wind roses for the 10 m wind speed (m/s) from January 2010–October

2011 at three of the coastal land stations: observations (left), HARMONIE (center) and

ERA-Interim nearest sea-point (right).
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Altimeter data680

The CERSAT altimeter database was produced in the framework of the Globwave681

project [66], funded by the European Space Agency (ESA). Altimeter data in the CER-682

SAT database are available from as far back as 1991 when the European Space Agency683

(ESA) launched the ERS-1 (followed in 1992 by the CNES/NOAA TOPEX/ Poseidon684

missions [39]) up until the present day. A list of the satellite campaigns used for the685

comparison can be seen in Table 3 of [8]. All available altimeter data over the hindcast686

period were included.687

In summary, the overall statistical indexes using all available altimeter measure-688

ments over the model domain are: bias 0.03 m/s (the overall mean being 8.86 m/s)689

and RMSE 1.66 m/s. The HARMONIE downscaling has reduced the bias compared690

to the forcing dataset (see [8], where we have compared ERA-Interim 10 m winds to691

altimeter measurements over the same model area, but for the period 1992–2012). The692

quality of the HARMONIE dataset is further confirmed in Figure A.16, where scatter693

and quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plots are displayed along with spatial quality index maps.694

As can be seen in Figure A.16 (a), the altimeter derived and HARMONIE 10 m winds695

agree well for wind speeds less than 20 m/s. The algorithms to estimate the wind speed696

have been developed for data up to 20m/s, and therefore cannot measure winds above697

20 m/s reliably [67]. The relative bias shown in Figure A.16 (c), is mostly within698

±10% with a slightly larger bias near to the coastline in the Celtic and Irish Seas. The699

SI, shown as a percentage in Figure A.16(d), is generally under 20% off the west coast700

and under 25% in the Irish Sea.701
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Figure A.16: (a) Q-Q plot, (b) scatter plot, (c) relative bias quality index map and (d)

scatter (shown as %) quality index map for the 10 m wind speed altimeter vs. HAR-

MONIE (for the period 2000-2013). The relative bias (%) is defined in Equation A.1

and the SI (%) in Equation A.3.
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Appendix A.2. Validation of WAVEWATCH III702

The wave model was validated with data from 18 wave buoys located around the703

Irish coastline as shown in Figure 2. We grouped the available data in to two categories:704

(i) off-shore buoys (water depths ranging from 70 m to 155 m) and (ii) near-shore buoys705

(water depths ranging from 11 m to 60 m) – see Table A.2. The WAVEWATCH III706

output was also validated against satellite significant wave height (Hs) measurements707

from the CERSAT altimeter database [38].708

Appendix A.2.1. Marine buoys709

The statistical indexes for model versus observations for Hs, period and direction710

are displayed in Table A.3. All directional error statistics were calculated using the711

circular statistics MATLAB toolbox from [68]. The quality indexes generally reveal712

good agreement of the model with measurements. The correlation coefficients for Hs713

exceed 0.9.714

The performance of the model was found to be comparable to the 34 year hindcast715

by [69, 8] which was forced with ERA Interim 10 m winds. Nonetheless, we note716

improvements in areas where the wind-sea regime is dominant: at the G1 buoy in717

Galway bay (a reduction in bias for Hs of 7 cm to 0 cm), and in the Irish Sea (M2:718

a reduction in Hs bias from 15cm to 1.8 cm, directional bias from −15 cm to −8 cm719

and an increase in correlation from 0.84 to 0.88). Off the south coast (the M5 buoy) a720

reduction in the directional bias from −6 cm to −4 cm and an increase in correlation721

from 0.77 to 0.79 can also be seen. These could be attributed to the use of high-722

resolution HARMONIE downscaled winds. Note that the model exhibits a reasonable723

agreement with the measurements from the G1 buoy (located in the Galway Bay, at a724

depth of 22 m). This buoy is the only nearshore consistent data set available, spanning725

a period of approximately 3 years. The longest observational wave record available726

(almost 14 years, covering the full span of the wave hindcast) is from the Kinsale727

Energy Gas platform (KIN) in the Celtic Sea. The model displays good agreement728

with this time-series – see Table A.3.729
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Buoy Location Latitude Longitude Depth Period
◦N ◦W (m) (mm/yy)

M3 SW of Mizen Head 51.217 10.551 155 01/03 - 12/12

M4 Donegal Bay, offshore 54.998 9.992 155 05/07 - 12/13

M1 W of Aran Isl. 53.127 11.200 140 03/01 - 12/07

BH4 W of Belmullet 54.285 10.270 100 05/12 - 12/12

M2 E of Lambay Isl. 53.480 5.425 95 05/03 - 12/13

Kinsale energy gas platform Celtic Sea 51.366 8.000 90 01/00 - 12/13

M4, old location Donegal Bay, nearshore 54.667 9.067 72 04/03 - 05/07

M5 SE Coast 51.689 6.701 70 10/04 - 12/12

BH3 W of Belmullet 54.231 10.146 56 12/09 - 01/12

K1 Killard Point 52.762 9.621 51 11/11 - 01/12

AC1 Achill Isl. 53.864 10.052 43 11/11 - 08/12

BH1 Broadhaven Bay 54.303 9.901 38 01/09 - 10/09

K2 Killard Point 52.766 9.579 36 08/12 - 12/12

SB2 E of Aran Isl. 53.114 9.511 28 01/10 - 06/10

G1 Galway Bay 53.227 9.271 22 05/08 - 01/12

AC2 Achill Isl. 53.899 10.010 21 11/11 - 01/12

SB1 Mace Head 53.333 9.932 18 04/09 - 09/09

BH2 Broadhaven Bay 54.290 9.841 11 06/06 - 07/09

Table A.2: The locations of the buoys, the depth and the duration of time series of

observations used in the comparison with model data shown in Table A.3. Buoys are

listed in order of depth. SW = south-west, W = west, E = east. The location of the

buoys around the Irish coastline are shown in Figure 2.

Appendix A.2.2. Altimeter data730

A supplementary method to verify the wave model’s performance is to compare to731

satellite-derived wave data. This offers a robust validation tool in the open ocean, up to732

tens of km from the coast, as data in the coastal zone are considered unreliable and are733

often discarded. Altimeter measurements are in fact invaluable in regions where little734

or no buoy data are available, such as in the Irish Sea (M2). Similarly to the analysis735

in Appendix A.1.2, we have assessed the wave model’s quality by comparison to the736

CERSAT altimeter database [38]. The database was calibrated and corrected for bias737

by [39].738

The spatial quality index maps can be seen in Figure A.17 along with the Q-Q and739

scatter plots for Hs. The overall statistical indexes show good agreement with altimeter740

data at the level of the entire model domain: bias 2 cm (the mean altimeter Hs being741

2.33 m), RMSE 38 cm and correlation coefficient 0.97. These indexes show a slight742
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Significant wave height Period Direction

Buoy X Bias RMS E S I r X Bias RMS E S I r X Bias RMS E S I r

(m) (cm) (cm) (s) (s) (s) (deg) (deg) (deg)

M3 2.86 −5.4 45 0.16 0.96 6.93 −0.07 0.74 0.11 0.88 275 5 19 0.15 0.95

M4 3.06 −3.5 41 0.13 0.97 6.92 −0.08 0.66 0.09 0.90 277 5 13 0.16 0.92

M1 2.94 −16.5 46 0.16 0.96 6.95 −0.11 0.67 0.10 0.89

BH4 2.87 5.2 39 0.13 0.96 6.65 −0.16 0.53 0.08 0.93 291* 9 20 0.30 0.70

M2 1.20 1.8 30 0.25 0.94 4.47 0.56 0.90 0.20 0.72 193 −8 21 0.13 0.79

KIN 2.02 3.1 29 0.14 0.97 5.39 −0.16 0.65 0.12 0.88

M4 (old) 2.34 −30.5 59 0.25 0.94 6.72 −0.03 0.80 0.12 0.87

M5 1.81 −11.4 41 0.22 0.94 5.48 −0.15 0.74 0.13 0.85 231 −4 16 0.12 0.88

BH3 2.77 10.6 40 0.15 0.97 7.03 −0.17 0.69 0.10 0.90 296* 8 16 0.26 0.69

K3 3.55 11.3 49 0.14 0.97 7.76 −0.34 0.80 0.10 0.88 287* 10 13 0.18 0.84

K1 4.57 21.4 48 0.10 0.97 8.02 −0.36 0.63 0.08 0.89 291* 5 9 0.13 0.73

AC1 2.32 −16.5 36 0.15 0.98 6.30 −0.64 0.96 0.15 0.92 270* 5 13 0.14 0.69

BH1 1.90 2.6 31 0.16 0.97 6.19 −0.32 0.86 0.14 0.89 317 2 9 0.21 0.88

K2 2.44 19.6 39 0.16 0.96 6.67 −0.39 0.82 0.12 0.91 292* 0 9 0.13 0.76

SB2 0.62 −11.7 20 0.32 0.90 4.33 −0.53 1.52 0.35 0.71 269 10 27 0.27 0.64

G1 0.75 0.0 16 0.21 0.96 4.09 −0.33 1.25 0.30 0.70 230* 10 19 0.15 0.52

AC2 3.79 6.6 44 0.12 0.95 12.30* −0.38 1.45 0.12 0.76 256 6 11 0.10 0.36

SB1 0.85 −48.2 57 0.68 0.96 4.68 −0.96 1.36 0.40 0.75 231 4 12 0.10 0.69

BH2 0.36 −16.8 26 0.72 0.97

Table A.3: Comparison between the model and buoy data for significant wave height,

period and direction: the mean of the buoy (X), the bias, the root-mean square error

(RMS E), the scatter index (S I) and the correlation coefficient (r) are shown. Where

possible, the zero-crossing period and mean direction were used. The quality indexes

are defined in Equations A.1 – A.3. At some locations, no directional measurements,

or only the peak period or peak direction were available. All directional error statis-

tics were calculated using the circular statistics toolbox from [68]. (* denotes where

comparisons were between the buoy and model peak period or peak direction, respec-

tively.)
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Figure A.17: (a) Q-Q plot, (b) scatter plot, (c) relative bias quality index map and (d)

scatter (shown as %) quality index map for significant wave height altimeter vs. wave

hindcast (for the period 2000-2 013). For the relative bias (%), see Equation A.1, and

for the SI (%), see Equation A.3.

improvement with respect to the hindcast in [8]4: a reduction in bias from 7 cm to 2 cm743

and in RMSE from 39 cm to 38 cm. When looking at the spatial bias areal map in744

Figure A.17 (c), it is evident that this improvement is largely concentrated in the Irish745

Sea where relative biases were reduced from approximately 10 % (under-estimation of746

Hs by the model) to around ±5 % in this study.747
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